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Malicious Cryptography: Exposing CryptovirologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Hackers have uncovered the dark side of cryptography—that device developed to defeat Trojan horses, viruses, password theft, and other cyber-crime. It’s called cryptovirology, the art of turning the very methods designed to protect your data into a means of subverting it. In this fascinating, disturbing volume, the experts who first...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY iPad 4th Generation and iPad miniVisual, 2013

	A fully updated visual guide on the latest evolution of the amazing iPad!


	As the ultimate entertainment and media device, the iPad is ever evolving. This visual guide gets you up to date on all the latest information for accessing and downloading books, apps, music, and video content as well as sending photos and emails,...
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From Photon to Pixel: The Digital Camera Handbook (Digital Signal and Image Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	This second edition of the fully revised and updated From Photon to Pixel presents essential elements in modern digital photographic devices. Our universal infatuation with photography profoundly affects its usage and development.

	While some sides of photographic “culture” remain wholly unchanged – art photography,...
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VMware Horizon Workspace EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Manage and deliver a secure, unified workspace to embrace any time, any place, anywhere access to corporate apps, data, and virtual desktops securely from any device


	Overview

	
		Design, install, and configure a Horizon Workspace infrastructure
	
		Deliver a user's workspace to mobile devices...
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Programming Embedded Systems in C and C ++O'Reilly, 1999

	This book introduces embedded systems to C and C++ programmers. Topics include testing memory devices, writing and erasing Flash memory, verifying nonvolatile memory contents, controlling on-chip peripherals, device driver design and implementation, optimizing embedded code for size and speed, and making the most of C++...
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Application Design for Wearable Computing (Synthesis Lectures on Mobile and Pervasive Computing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
Mobile access is the gating technology required to make information available at any place and at any time. Its application domains range from inspection, maintenance, manufacturing, and navigation to on-the-move collaboration, position sensing, and real-time speech recognition and language translation. In the course of developing wearable systems...
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iOS Drawing: Practical UIKit SolutionsAddison Wesley, 2013

	Apple has lavished iOS with a rich and evolving library of 2D drawing utilities. These APIs include powerful features like transparency, path-based drawing, antialiasing, and more. They offer low-level, lightweight, easy-to-integrate drawing routines that you can harness to build images, to display views, and to print.

	
...
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Nonlinear RF Circuits and Nonlinear Vector Network AnalyzersCambridge University Press, 2011

	With increasingly low-cost and power-efficient RF electronics demanded by today's wireless communication systems, it is essential to keep up to speed with new developments. This book presents key advances in the field that you need to know about and emerging patterns in large-signal measurement techniques, modeling and nonlinear circuit...
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Microsoft .NET Compact Framework (Core Reference)Microsoft Press, 2003
There are two main factors driving increased usage of handheld  devices in the enterprise. The first is the ever-decreasing cost of hardware. In  the week that I write this, Dell is launching its first Pocket PC at a price  that is intended to undercut rivals, Hewlett Packard has announced new low-end  and high-end iPaqs, and...
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Programming Windows With MFCMicrosoft Press, 1999
Like many of my colleagues in this industry, I learned Windows programming from Charles Petzold's Programming Windows—a classic programming text that is the bible to an entire generation of Windows programmers. When I set out to become an MFC programmer in 1994, I went shopping for an MFC equivalent to Programming...
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Semiconductor Lasers I: Fundamentals (Optics and Photonics) (Pt. 1)Academic Press, 1998
More than three decades have passed since lasing in semiconductors was first observed in several laboratories in 1962 (Hall et al., 1962; Holonyak, Jr. et al., 1962; Nathan et al., 1962; Quist et al., 1962). Although it was one of the first lasers to be demonstrated, the semiconductor laser had to await several important developments, both...
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iOS Development using MonoTouch CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011


	Technology is advancing quite rapidly. Portable devices, such as media players, smartphones, and tablets, have brought huge advancements and changes in the way people communicate, share, and consume digital content. Developers need to be up-to-date with the available platforms these devices work on, if they want to be "part of the...
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